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Bowling Green, Ohio
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Speaker discusses Greek issues USG leaders stress

student activism,
increased feedback

by Jim VIekers
The BC News
Building better fraternities
and sororities was the focus of
this year's annual Greek Week
speaker.
Dave Westol, executive director of Theta Chi fraternity,
addressed more than 200 students Monday night in Anderson Arena
He said it is important for
the various chapters to leave
behind the negative aspects
that have plagued the Greek
system for years.
In addition, members must
work to build stronger, more
positive chapters.
Westol said racism, sexism
and hazing are still present in
some fraternities and sororities nationwide, and Greeks
will have to work within their
chapters to make improvements.
"What we need to build are
the qualities and capabilities
that will bring us together,"
Westol said.
Westol said the stubborness
of Individual members can
sometimes keep change from
occurring. He urged fraternity
and sorority members to take a
look at what their organizations stand for and to encourage each other to live up to
those ideals.
"If there is hazing or these
other problems in your chapter, now Is a great time to take
a stand and to be strong and
have the courage to say 'No,

by Robin Coe
The BC News

"This is the first opportunity
for them to have an impact on the
campus," Mathe said.

Undergraduate Student
Government began the 1994-95
academic year Monday night by
emphasizing the importance of
the roles of district senators.
Petitions for
Petitions for district
the election of
tfsenate positions are due
senators are
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in
due Wednesday
405 Siudent Services.
at 4 p.m. in
Room 405 of
All candidates must
the Student
attend a meeting on the
Services Buildrules and regulations of
ing. There will
the election Wednesday
be a mandatory
at 8 p.m.
meeting
Elections will take place
Wednesday at 8
p.m. to discuss campaigning
Sept 7 from 9 a.m. to 5
rules and election information.
p.m. at the Union and 4
USG Vice President Bill Wilson
to 6 p.m. in dining halls.
said he expects a larger turnout
of district senator petitions compared to last year's elections.
She said students should feel
He said he encourages stu- obligated to participate in the
dents interested in politics to election of their senators.
pick up a petition today.
"It will provide more doors to
"Petitions dont take long to
be open in the future," Wilson
do," Wilson said.
added.
The campaign period for disThe elections are Sept. 7 from 9
trict senators begins Sept. 1 and
am. to S p.m. in the Union Foyer
runs through Sept 7.
and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in University
USG President Jennifer Mathe dining halls.
said it was very important for
Sec USG, page four.
students to take the time to vote.

Elections for district senators

4

d
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Dave Westol, motivational speaker, speaks to members of the University's Greek organizations in Anderson Arena Monday night. Westol spoke about changing the face of Greek systems on college campuses across the country.
we're not going do if," Westol
said.
Westol also called for fraternity and sorority members to
remember and try to live up to

the ideals upon which their organizations were founded.
"Our founders said a long
time ago that we have values
and ideals that are very signif-

icant, and joining one of our
groups does not mean you can
ignore those," Westol said.
See SPEAKER, page four.

Surgeon General's Quayle may try for White House
son sent to prison Former vice president begins groundwork for campaign
by Bill Simmons
The Associated Press
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - A judge
sentenced a son of U.S. Surgeon
General Joycelyn Elders on
Monday to 10 years in prison for
selling one-eighth of an ounce of
cocaine to an undercover
policeman.
As Kevin Elders was led off to
jail, the surgeon general fought
back tears, while his father, Oliver, slammed his hands into a
steel door In frustration.
Kevin Elders, 28, had claimed
entrapment, saying the Informant who set up the July 29,1993,
deal had threatened to expose his
drug habit and embarrass his
mother at her confirmation hearing.
The sale of the $275 worth of
cocaine was Elders' first offense,
but Circuit Judge John Plegge
said the law required him to impose the minimum 10-year sentence. He could have been sentenced to life.
Elders' attorney, P. A "Les"
Hollingsworth, said he would apThe Judge set bond at $10,000.
The prosecutor said it would be
at least Tuesday before Elders
was released.
Kevin Elders has acknowledged having a decade-long drug
problem, including a three-year
cocaine addiction.
At his trial, Elders said his parents were aware of his drug problems, but that they never discussed it. "They really didn't
know how bad it really is," he
said.
In a recent letter to Plegge,

Mrs. Elders asked for leniency
for her son and to "give our son
and our family a second chance,"
the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
reported Monday.
Mrs. Elders said when her son
needed her most she was too
busy with politics. "As I sat there
watching my son, I thought of
how much and how long he had
suffered because at the time of
his greatest need, we had not
been able to communicate as a
family," she wrote. "I was totally
immersed in trying to get
through a very difficult Senate
confirmation hearing in Washington, D.C."
Mrs. Elders was nominated for
surgeon general on July 1, 1993,
six months after President Clinton first announced his Intention
to pick her. She won Senate confirmation Sept. 7,1993.
Elders was arrested Dec. 19,
1993, five months after the drug
sale, on a warrant issued a week
after his mother suggested at a
National Press Club luncheon
that the government study
legalization of drugs as a possible
means of reducing the nation's
crime rate.
Mrs. Elders said her son has
undergone drug rehabilitation
and has successfully managed
rental property that belongs to
the family.
After the sentencing. Elders,
his lawyer and his parents were
taken to the lockup, where they
talked for a few minutes. Elders
hugged his mother and was taken
away.
As the door closed, leaving the
parents In the hallway, Mrs.
Elders choked back tears.

INSIDE

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Former Vice
President Dan Quayle has all but
decided to seek the presidency in
1996 and is beginning to lay the
groundwork for a campaign, a
close associate said Monday.
He will begin to campaign for
Republican congressional and
gubernatorial candidates and is
planning major speeches to try
out possible themes for the 1996
campaign, according to the associate, who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Quayle recently returned with
his family from a long vacation,
during which they discussed

whether he should seek the Republican nomination. All indications are that the answer is yes,
said the friend who spoke to
Quayle after the vacation.
Another associate said Quayle
has made clear to friends that he
would like to run and continues to
evaluate the feasibility of a race
by contacting potential campaign
contributors.
Quayle's positive leaning was
heavily influenced by the strong
sales of his book, "Standing
Firm." He had counted on the response to the book, which has
sold more than 500,000 copies, to
give him an indication of his support.

The book is largely a memoir
of his vice presidency under
President Bush, four years during which he was dogged by ridicule and a lightweight image despite his substantial political role
within the White House.
Quayle previously has said he
would make a decision on running for president this fall.
A spokesman at Quayle's office
In Indianapolis had no comment
Monday.
Quayle plans to try out his conservative message in a keynote
speech next month at the Christian Coalition annual conference
in Norfolk, Va
He also will speak Sept. 9 at the

Commonwealth Club in San
Francisco. That was the location
of his famous "Murphy Brown"
speech as vice president that
caused an uproar when he attacked the popular TV sitcom
character for having a baby out
of wedlock.
Quayle also for the first time
since leaving office will campaign on behalf of other Republicans. He plans to make a series
of campaign appearances before
the November elections, including for California Gov. Pete Wilson, and possibly for Virginia
Senate candidate Oliver North,
the former Reagan White House
aide.

Russian troops leave, plunder Baltic
by Michael Tarm
The Associated Press
TALLINN, Estonia - The
floors have been torn up, the
radiators ripped out and everything else that could be
stripped, knocked down or unbolted from
barracks
here Is
already
headed east.
But the legacy left as
Russian
troops complete their
withdrawal
from the Baltic republics this week will not

CAMPUS
LAGA members discuss
ways the group serves as a
political forum, as well as a
support group for both the
campus and the community. LAGA works to help
combat homophobia and
end gay-bashing.
--Page 5.

dissipate so easily.
"Russia's military occupation has cost us so much, so
many lives," Estonian Prime
Minister Mart Laar told the
Associated Press. "Many people will just sit and contemplate" on Thursday, after the
last soldier has left
Baltic leaders say the withdrawal marks the real end of
World War II for their nations,
occupied and annexed by the
Soviet Union in 1940.
It will also close an era in
which thousands of Baits were
deported to Siberia and. Baits
charge, the Russian military
devastated the environment in
the three republics hugging the

CITY
The Wood County Library
celebrated the 20th anniversary of Its move Main
Street Sunday. The library
Is a valuable asset to the
community members and
University students.
» Page 7.

Baltic Sea coast
Bells will ring throughout
the Baltics on Thursday and
fireworks and concerts - including one at an abandoned
Russian base - are scheduled
In both Estonia and Latvia
The Russians pulled out of
Lithuania last year.
In contrast to the Russian
pullout from Germany this
week, the Kremlin's troops are
leaving the Baltics without
fanfare to mark the end of
their 54-year presence in the
region.
"The withdrawal looks like a
sad event for Russia,'' Estonian
Prime Minister Mart Laar said
Monday. "For us. It's a happy

SPORTS
The University soccer
team had its defense step
up to the task against Kenyon College Monday. The
Falcons chalked up a 1-0
preseason victory.
»Page&

event."
Troops are taking everything
they can with them, leaving
behind gutted shells of barracks. They have stripped their
bases of floors, window,
radiators, telephones and furniture as well as military
equipment
"We've been loading these
trains for two days straight,"
Capt. Ruslan Makarenko said,
as he shouted orders at a dozen
young soldiers beside the last
troop train in Estonia
Inside a barrack at the
Klooga military base 18 miles
west of Tallinn, the only thing
left behind was a pile of torn,
crumpled books by Marx.

WEATHER
Increasing cloudiness
with a 40 percent chance of
rain in the afternoon. High
In the mid 70s. Southeast
winds about 10 mph.
Tonight, occasional
showers. Thunderstorms
also possible.
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Life should be
top priority
£\. fter 28 months of Fighting a war in which more than
200,000 are dead or missing, Bosnian Serbs rejected a peace
plan Sunday endorsed by members of both sides fearing that
to sign would mean suicide.
The plan — proposed by the United States, Russia,
Britain, France and Germany — would allow Serbia to only
govern 49 percent of Bosnia compared to the 70 percent they
have seized. A federation of Bosnian Muslims and Croats
who approved of the plan would get 51 percent of
the land.
However, the Bosnian Serb leaders will not give in,
believing they will have an unworkable state to live in.
If fighting continues. The News believes all the countries
will have an unworkable state to live in — and too many
deceased to count. There will be no one left to work "the
unworkable state."
The Bosnian Serbs fear they would be the ones to suffer,
both in the number of casualties and in surviving as a group.
However, since Sunday — when Bosnian Serbs were
voting down the peace proposal, their troops have been
battling in some of the fiercest fighting in recent weeks and it
is expected to get much worse.
While each group has its own people to be concerned with
and its own agenda of ideas, fighting is no longer the way to
solve the problem. It has gone on too long and all sides need
to learn how to sacrifice a little in order to save the most
precious commodity — people.
What does holding out do for the Bosnian Serbs besides
cause more tragedies for them?
While the leaders are concerned with their agendas and
their standings compared to their antagonists, they seem to be
forgetting the primary reason they exist — to be a group of
people united by a common belief and view.
It is time for all sides to stop being petty and start thinking
about the hundreds of thousands of people who have already
lost their lives and the countless more who could, should the
fighting continue.
All we ask is that human life is the priority. After all, how
good is land when it is has been drenched with human blood?
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Some things never change
It's over.
With much fanfare, the
ceremonious first week of classes is
now behind us. and we are faced
with the sobering reality that we
are. indeed, back.
For some reading this, being here
is a new experience. Many are
away from their homes and families
for the first time. For them, each
day presents new challenges such
as "Where is Olscamp Hall?",
"How do I get a Bookstore charge
account?" and "What bar should I
go to if I'm not 21?"
And yet. for others who are here
for the "last" time, the soon-to-be
jobless college graduates, each day
presents the same old challenges.
"Five research papers! Is this guy
for real!?!". "Eighty-five bucks...
for one book!?!" and "What bar do
I go to to get away from people
who aren't 21?"
But still, for the lucky few of us.
we are reminded again of all that is
wrong with the college process.
Each day presents us with new
opportunities to add to our growing
disgust with higher education and
new things to add to our list of
things that bug us.
So now, for you. our coveted
readers. I will present you with a
very small portion of my "Things I
Hate About College" list.
Money. Money. Money ... The

l>3"oaT-yy>^aTm

Van Ness
student-paid portion of tuition in the
state of Ohio is among the highest of
all state colleges thanks, in part, to
our elected officials in Columbus.
We also have to thank our University
administrators who. in the face of
losing money from Columbus,
decided to simply raise tuition
instead of making the tough fiscal
choices involved in keeping tuition
costs down.
"Mommy, where do loans come
from?" ... Financial Aid. and the
system used to administer it, are
slowly becoming a joke. I don't care
if the loan is subsidized or not. It is a
LOAN and I am responsible for
paying it back. So. if I need more
money, don't give me the "Your
family contribution has not been
met" story. Just give me the loan
and let me worry about paying it
back.
'To the Parents of ... Notice to all

Administrators: The next time I get
something in the mail addressed to
"The parents of Norman Van Ness".
I will, quite personally, return it and
a few vulgar references as to where
you may place said letter. I moved
out eight years ago and I am paying
the bills, not Mom and Dad.
"It's a non-traditional thing, you
wouldn't understand"... Last
semester, I was dubbed, by none
other than Sam Melendez and Mike
Cook, as the "Official Spokesperson
for Non-Traditional Students." Fine,
I'll take the title, but know this.
Bowling Green State University is
a STATE institution, paid for. in
part, by the taxpayers of Ohio. It
would seem then that ALL
RESIDENTS have a right to attend
classes here and they should be
served accordingly.
If I work during the day and
attend classes at night. I should not
have to miss two hours of work to
come to the campus and chase
paperwork all day. Open some
offices at night, please.
"[Sigh]...Can I help you with
something?",.. ATTENTION all
staff, faculty and employees of
Bowling Green State University, this
is your employer speaking. It has
recently come to my attention that
students are not being treated with
courtesy, kindness and respect. This
action will not be tolerated.

Students pay tuition and most pay
taxes. It is time that all of you
realize that you work for the
students, not the other way around.
Treat all students as if they pay your
salary. BECAUSE THEY DO!!!
"What is this General Fee?" ... I
tried last year, while serving as a
student government member, to get
a breakdown of general fee
expenditures and found it nearly
impossible. I think they keep that
information locked up in a vault
somewhere on campus.
The general fee expenditures are.
ever so slowly, being turned over to
the students, which is long overdue.
Here's a challenge to the
administration — print the general
fee expenditures on the inside cover
of all registration books and show
where every last penny goes. It's our
money and we have every right to
know where it goes.
If you have something to add to.
or delete from, this list, drop me a
line.
My e-mail address is
nvannes@andy.bgsu.edu. I'd love,
or hale, to hear from you.

Norman Van Ness is a weekly
columnist for The News.

Bar hunters beware: Danger ahead

Students looking for that special
someone to give the wrong phone
number to in the morning can take
heart, knowing that Bowling Green
bars are in full swing for the mating
season. Amongst the exotic hunting
grounds are places like Mark's,
Uptown. Brathaus and BW3.
formerly known as Cassidy's.
Here, eager young sportsmen and
women can stalk the one-night
trophy until 2 a.m., when both the
successful and the thwarted must
retire to their respective dwellings
until the next weekend rolls around.
For the beginning hunter. I have
graciously compiled a list of basic
tips to help these young conquerors
bag their first bar animals. First, let
us review the species generally
found in the bar environment:

The Loner — a species best to be
Copyright ©1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in this
avoided. Typical behavior includes
publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly prohibited.
picking fights, sulking and heavy
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and is
whining about personal problems.
published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the summer.
The Greek — a species easily
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in located at Mark's, best noted for
the stories or photograph descriptions.
their intense interest in themselves.
Opinions exepressed herein are not necessarily those of the student body, To obtain the male, baits such as
faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns,
compact mirrors are effective. To
cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News. Letters
obtain the female, using a F.v.zy
inteded for publication must be between 200-300 words long, typed and
Navel attached to a strong pickup
include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation, if any.
line will usually do the trick. Be
The BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
warned—Greeks travel in packs, so

James
be sure to watch your back.
The Poser — recognizable for
their incorrectly worn baseball caps
and sagging britches, this species is
notoriously dim-witted and readily
seen at BW3. The best method for
the hunting of Posers is to stand still
and act desperate. Given time, they
will find you on their own.
The Waiter/Waitress — a popular
game species for the hunter. A fine
trophy, yet difficult to observe for
more than a few seconds at a time.
Waiters and Waitresses are best left
to the experienced hunter.
The Bartender — female
bartenders in Bowling Green are
rare, so the majority of bartender
hunting will be done by women.
Bartenders are stalked by hundreds
of sportswomen every week, so the

successful hunter is usually the one
with the best lures.
The Drunk — technically, almost
everybody in the hunting grounds
will be sloshed. The Drunks,
however, can be spotted most
frequently in the restrooms puking
up their latest round of alcohol.
Because of their vomity smell and
impaired functioning, the Drunk is
not a recommended one-night
trophy animal.
There are certain preparations that

them. The jungle is fraught with
danger and disease, and forgetting to
use your Jimmy-hats may result in
grave consequences.
Finally, the hunter must decide
whether to go out on the hunt at all.
These days, the game has become
far more dangerous and it is
arguable whether the fun of a onenight trophy hunt is worth the risk
posed.
The bar hunt works on the catchand-relea.se system, but the diseases

"Perhaps the best advice I can give the
beginning bar hunter is to stay away from one
night trophies and wait for the right animal
to come your way."
must be made before the start of any
hunt. First, the hunter must establish
a steady supply of cash. Without
cash, the hunter will find it difficult
to move from one stand to the next
Cash is also a must for the buying of
drinks, the most effective lure yet
devised for capturing a straggling or
wounded bar animal.
Next, the hunter must obtain
Jimmy-hats. These may be
purchased at any local drugstores,
and it is a must for any hunter to use

spread by the handling of these
animals can linger on for months or
even kill.
Perhaps the best advice I can give
the beginning bar hunter is to stay
away from one-night trophies and
wait for the right animal to come
your way.

James Barker is a guest
columnist for The News.
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THEY
SAID IT
"On other subjects, we really don't
have very much to say to Castro. He
knows what he needs to do."
-Warren Christopher, secretary of state
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Good night
Jewelers lose
millions in robbery
COLUMBUS, -Police on
Monday had no suspects In the
theft of millions of dollars worth
of diamonds and jewelry from
their hotel safety deposit boxes.
Dealers at the Mid-America
Jewelry Show reported Saturday
that the valuables, stolen from
seven boxes at the Hyatt Regency Columbus hotel downtown,
were worth $2 million to $3 million.
The boxes may have been
opened with a key, a police report
said.
The theft occurred between 8
a.m. Friday and 9:30 a.m. Saturday, investigating officers Jack
AP PhotoAThc Muikcgu Chronicle, KM Stevmt
Ward and K. Brown said in their
report. Neither officer was availThe sun sets over Lake Michigan as boaters and stroller* enjoy a summer evening In Gran Haven,
able to comment Monday, the deMich, on Thursday. Today's weather Is not likely to please boaters In the West Michigan area as thunpartment said.
derstorms are expected.
Seven dealers filed police reports. They listed as missing
more than 500 loose and mounted
diamonds, a ring, and undetermined numbers of earrings,
bracelets and watches.
Moti Hasson, a New Yorkbased jewelry dealer and
said. "And I am damn lucky the where I want to be," Grant told
Man survives tornado
spokesman for the victims, said
the News.
tornado didn't pick me up."
FRIENDSHIP, Wis. - Duane
the stolen items were insured,
Grimm said the tornado
Grimm jumped out of his car and
but no claims would be filed.
threw himself to the ground just
seemed to last forever. "Thirty
"If we do, our premiums will
For LeVar, there is life
before a tornado struck.
seconds seemed like a year," he
skyrocket or we will be dropped
after Star Trek
said.
"The best way I can describe it
altogether," he said.
NORRIS, Term. - LeVar Burton
is going ISO miles per hour on a
Dick Meara, hotel director of
knows time travel.
motorcycle. All you feel is wind.
Gospel singing
sales and marketing, said he did
After seven seasons exploring
My hair is still loaded with sand
not know if keys were used.
is still important
the final frontier as Lt. Geordi La
and dirt," Grimm said Sunday
"We do have the keys to issue
NEW YORK - Singer Amy
Forge on "Star Trek: The Next
from his bed at Adams County
to guests, but beyond that we
Grant is happy she's broken out Generation," Burton has turned
Memorial Hospital.
don't"
have duplicate keys,
of her gospel-music shell, but
back the clock a few centuries for Meara said Monday.
The 25-year-old said he didn't
she's not about to abandon it,
his latest role.
see or hear the tornado, but could
Columbus police Sgt. Matthew
either.
He plays a minister's son and
feel It. "The air pressure, the
Farrell said Monday that police
"I'll always sing gospel songs doctor's apprentice in the factfeeling of having your ears ready
were searching for suspects.
In my concerts," Grant told the
based CBS series "Christy,"
to pop, intensified to the point I
"We're still real early in this.
Daily News in an interview pub- about a young teacher who comes
thought I was going to lose my
lished Monday. "They're too im- to the mountains of Tennessee in We're still tracking down and tryhearing," he said, his eyes growing to get with employees who
portant to leave out."
1912.
ing big.
were working that night and see
Grant's transition to pop is
Filming now at the Museum of
Grimm got out of his car and
if they saw anything unusual,"
nearly complete. Her new album, Appalachia, Burton recalled his
dropped onto the gravel parking
Farrell said.
"House of Love," has several
own past, first winning acclaim
lot. He said he was laying on his
Hasson said the jewelers have
songs with religious references, as the young slave Kunte Kinte in
stomach about IS feet from the
asked the hotel to pay for the stobut when she sings about "him," the ministries "Roots." The late
car when something struck his
len items. The hotel will make no
she doesn't necessarily mean
"Roots" author Alex Haley once
hip and broke it.
decision on the request until it
"Him."
lived nearby.
Grimm never saw the object
Grant, 34, started singing gos"A day does not go by that
but said doctors have told him it
someone doesn't talk about Alex,
pel at 15. Her hit "Baby, Baby"
might have been a door. The car
usually relating a personal expethree years ago helped her new
didn't sustain any serious damrience with him," Burton said. "It
image.
age, Grimm said.
"I'm enjoying the gradual pro- gives me an opportunity to feel
"I am damn lucky whatever hit
close to him."
cess, and right now, I'm about
me didn't hit me in the head," he

ACROSS
THE NATION

EXTRA!
EXTRA.!
35 years ago

determines whether it is liable,
Meara said.
The Ohio Jewelers' Association, part of the Ohio Council of
Retail Merchants, sponsors the
Mid-America Jewelry Show.
John Mahaney, council president and University trustee, said
his organization provided two
vaults for jewels at the Greater
Columbus Convention Center.
"We provide security for all of
our visitors," Mahaney said.
"We provide a vault that is
heavily guarded by Columbus
police. If they choose to go with
us, they're protected. If they
choose to go elsewhere, then they
go on their own and that's what
happened here."
The show has the third-largest
number of vendors in the nation
and draws about 2,000 visitors,
said Tim Smith, show chairman.

other $26,575.
Both of the 1992 fund-raisers
featured speeches by President
Bush and the opportunity for
large donors to get their pictures
taken with the guest of honor.
The April event at the state
fairgrounds in Columbus became
controversial because Voinovich's chief of staff, Paul Mifsud,
sent out letters to lobbyists on the
governor's stationery asking
people to buy tickets, which
ranged from $1,000 per person to
$5,000 per couple.
Voinovich said he reprimanded
Mifsud for violating election
rules on use of official letterhead.

Blue Cross spreads news
of lower discounts

AKRON, -Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Ohio passes along
its hospital discounts to customers in the form of lower
Fundraising
group rates, the insurer said
problem settled
Monday.
WASHINGTON - A Republi"Our customers do get the discan fund-raising event that led
counts in lower premiums
Ohio Gov. George Voinovich to
charged," Dave Bucket, a
reprimand his top aide two years spokesman for the Clevelandago still is causing problems for based insurer, said in response to
the party.
a lawsuit filed in U.S. District
The Federal Election Commis- Court in Toledo.
sion on Monday released an audit
Judge James Carr recently
report showing that money genordered the portion of the lawsuit
erated by two 1992 Ohio fundconcerning alleged over-billing to
raisers was not properly distrib- move forward.
uted among President Bush's reThe suit, which was filed last
election campaign and two Ohio
year, alleged that Blue Cross
political groups.
Federal law limits the amount overcharged pol icy holders by not
passing on discounts it received
of money presidential, congressional and Senate campaigns from hospitals and other health
care providers.
can accept from each donor.
Contributors donated a total of
Most Blue Cross policyholders
$28,901 over the limit to the
sign contracts requiring them to
Bush-Quayle '92 committee at
pay a percentage of a medical bill
fund-raisers in Columbus and
while the insurer pays the rest.
Cleveland in April and May 1992,
the FEC said.
For example, on a hospital bill
An umbrella group set up to
of $1,000, a patient with a 20 perhandle the fund-raisers also accent co-payment would pay $200
cepted checks for political comand the insurer would pay the
mittees that were not registered rest. However, in many cases, the
with the FEC.
insurer gets a confidentially neThe FEC said the group, Repub- gotiated discount - for example,
lican Leadership Fund, already . 20 percent or $200 - from the
has paid $2,326 and was fined an- provider.

Let Us Introduce You
to Authentic Mexicon
Food!

In The News
Enrollment figures for the University
show that there were 5,235 students
enrolled on the campus. President Ralph
W. McDonald announced.
That Figure is nine percent above the
enrollment a year ago of 5,166.
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Group focuses on easing
discomforts of students
by Crist. Blwood
The BC News

Employment
Opportunities
PART TIME - ALL SHIFTS
-EXCELLENT PAY -TUITION ASSISTANCE-

80 POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

FOCUS, which stands for Firstyear Off-Campus University
Students, alms to ease the discomfort of new students and students living off-campus by offering programs geared toward
commuters and transfer students. These programs offer
social interaction between faculty and students.
"This program was started to
allow first year and transfer
commuter students to not feel
left out," said Justine Gutierrez,
assistant to the director of the
Of f-Campus Student Center.
Among last year's successful
programs was a sponsored con-

SPEAKER
Continued from page Page 1.

cert featuring Tom Gorman with
Parallax View and Exam Cram.
During finals week, the OffCampus Student Center Is open
24 hours a day, and students may
come in and study at their convenience.
For early-morning risers,
FOCUS also hosts a breakfast
program in the Bowl 'N Greenery
every Wednesday starting Aug.
31. Commuters will be able to enJoy coffee and cinnamon rolls
from 8 am. to 10 am. This program lasts until Nov. 30.
Previous programs included a
pot luck, where students were Invited to bring a covered dish or
be charged a nominal fee to enjoy
the festivities. Sue Witschi, director of the Of f-Campus Student

Westol also spoke about the positive aspects of today's Greek
system. Public service, leadership skills, and life-long friendships can all be gained from the
The Associated Press
Greek experience.
He said the Greek system has a
PHILADELPHIA - An Inlong and promising future If vestment group said Monday it
members strive for change.
has made an offer to acquire and
"Our future is very bright if we reorganize the Columbia Gas
can get rid of the old ti red things System of Wilmington, Del.,
that hold us back," Westol said. which is in Chapter 11 bankrupBevin Baddorf, a senior popular tcy protection.
culture major, said he believed
Dimeling, Schreiber & Park, a
Westol's message of change is Philadelphia firm that spevery important to the survival
cializes in buying companies out
and growth of the Greek system.
of Chapter 11, said it and other
"We need to get rid of the "Ani- investors had proposed to buy
mal House" mentality because
$500 million of newly issued
that's not what it Is about. The stock and elect a new slate of
Greek system is about excellence
officers. Under DS&P's proposal,
and about people being the best Columbia's local gas distributors
they can be," Baddorf said.
would be sold for $1.4 billion.
They include Columbia Gas of
Pennsylvania, Columbia Gas of
Maryland, Columbia Gas of Ohio,
Continued from page one.
Columbia Gas of Kentucky and
Mathe also encouraged USG Commonwealth Gas Services.
UtiliCorp. United Inc. of Kanmembers to get an e-mail account. USG will have an account sas City, Mo., an electric and natthis year to Improve communica- ural gas utility with $2.8 billion in
tion between USG and the stu- assets, would buy the local gas
distributors.
dent body.
The deal, which could be com"We need to get everyone on e- plete by mid-1995, would produce
maU," Mathe said.
enough revenue to pay all cred-

We will be on-campus
Wednesday & Thursday
Sign-up for an interview at:

itors of Columbia and its major
subsidiary, Columbia Gas
Transmission, DS&P said in a
news release.
"In devising this proposal, we
have carefully considered the
major issues facing each of
Columbia's and Transmission's
large constituencies," said DS&P
partner George K Hickox Jr.
"Our analysis indicates that
such a plan would meet all of the
fairness and feasibility tests prescribed by the Bankruptcy Code
We are hopeful that the management of Columbia and the
creditor groups will be supportive of our proposal and will work
with us to bring about a timely
conclusion to the bankruptcy
cases."

Do Your Part...

RECYCLE!

The BA II PLUS has unique display
prompts that guide you through
problems. It offers basic business
functions like timevalueof-money.
Plus, it delivers cash (low analysis
for internal rate of return (IRRJ.
Net present value (NPV). Bond
calculations. Depreciation.
Advanced statistics.

•Career Plan and Placement Services
Located in the Student Services
Building

Roadway Package System is a proven in the business to business
small package delivery market. Our rapid growth has created
outstanding opportunities for career minded individuals. RPS is
an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and offers an
excellent salary and benefit package with tuition assistance
available for student employees.

"It is a fun time to get faculty
and students in a relaxed situation," Witschi said.
On Aug. 17, FOCUS held a
mixer for new students to mingle
with other FOCUS members.
Over 25 new students came to the
event from a variety of geographical areas, Gutierrez said.
In addition, the Off-Campus
Student Center, where FOCUS la
located, boasts of being a homeaway-from-home. It is a place
where commuters as well as oncampus students can get to know
fellow commuters in a non-threatening situation, Witschi said.

Firm makes offer to
buy Columbia Gas

use

$7.00/ per hourj
+
$1.00/ per hour]
Tuition
Assistance

Center, encourages students to
bring a faculty member to the
potluck.

Dollars And Sense
Management, marketing, finance or accounting major? You
know dollars and cents. Get a BA II PLUS"" Calculator from Texas
Instruments. It's designed for students and professionals and
recommended by professors. Or try the BA-35, our most affordable
model for time-value-of-money and one-variable statistics.
If you're in the financial fast lane, TI Business Calculators
make the most sense. Try one at your local TI retailer today, or
for more information, call 1-800-TI-CARES.
EXTENDING

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

YOUR

REACH"

^? TEXAS

Apply year-round ai:
Career Service* or RPS. 560 S. Reynolds, Toledo, OH. 43613
Graduating Senior*: Pull-time positiopi tend resume to RPS Ann: Human Resource Manager

INSTRUMENTS
e-mail u-canst krttiyli com

In Canada, call 1 900461 200T
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LAGA serves campus, city needs Food Services'
by Angelica D.Huesci
The BG News
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
is dedicated to serving the needs
of lesbians, bisexuals and gays in
both the University community
and the city of Bowling Green.
Christy Johnson, the newly
elected LAGA president, said all
too often people associate LAGA
with being a campus organization, but it also serves the entire
community.
LAGA serves many purposes
In that it is not only a support
group but also a meeting place
and a forum to raise political issues.
LAGA began as an "underground" group called Choices in
the 1970s. The group was predominantly comprised of male
members. Meetings took place in

some of the members' basements.
According to Johnson, in 1978
St Thomas More lent the group
the space to host its meetings. In
the 1980s the group began meeting on campus at various locations, with the main office located on the 4th floor of the Student Union.
Johnson said due to gay bashing, the group began meeting at
the United Christian Fellowship
Center on the corner of Thurstin
Avenue and Ridge Street at 8:30
p.m. every Thursday evening,
where meetings are still taking
place.
A constitution was created by
the group to lay the foundation of
its goals and beliefs, she added.
LAGA's Five Statements of
Purpose are to work toward gay
freedoms, to combat homopho-

bia, to be a part of and work
within the community, to teach
the public and ourselves the History, Issues and Philosophies of
the Homosexual and to assist and
protect gay people in need.

future LAGA meetings," she
said.
Some of the events to look forward to in the fall semester include getting-acquainted activities in August and September as

by Lawrence Hannan
The BG News

"As the president of LAGA, I cordially invite
any and all supportive individuals to attend
any future LAGA meetings."
Christy Johnson
LAGA president
Johnson said all supporters
who adhere to the constitution's
ideals are welcome at the meetings.
"As the president of LAGA I
cordially invite any and all supportive individuals to attend any

well as National Coming Out Day
on Oct. 11. The day is annually
celebrated with a performance
by Romanovsky and Phillips - a
duo who addresses homosexuality in an entertaining way for all
to enjoy.

Production auditions to be held
by Jay Young
The BG News
The University theatre department will be giving anyone
interested the opportunity to
break a leg. Tryouts for three fall
semester plays will be held today
and Wednesday.
The three productions are
"Speed-the-Plow", "Arden of Feversham" and "Shadowlands."
Theatre professor Norman
Myers said it is important that
part-seekers come prepared.
"They should read the script,"
Myers said. "That's priority, because if you don't you're generally wasting your time and the instructor's time." He added that
scripts are available in 322 South
Hall.
It is also important to decide
which parts to read before the
audition, Myers said. This will

"[Students] should
read the script.
That's priority,
because if you don't
you're generally
wasting your time
and the instructor's
time."
Norman Myers
professor of theatre
save time and give the auditioner
a better chance to land a part in
the play. He added that It would
not hurt to consult with the director of the play before the auditions.
Myers said the first set of audi-

tions will be used so the director
can determine which people
might be useful in the cast. Callbacks, scheduled for Sept. 1, will
help determine the best combination of people.
The play is open to anyone that
is interested.
Other "roles" in the play include those of technicians and
costume designers.
Those interested in technical
roles should contact Steve Boone
at 372-7178. Those interested in
working with costumes should
contact Melissa Mersh at
372-8141.
Theatre professor Scott Regan
said people should not be discouraged if they do not land a
part this week. He said there will
be auditions for "Tartuff" and
"The Birds" on Sept. 12. "The
Birds" will be an all-freshman
cast.

Prowant receives
Service award

"If they [freshmen] don't get a
part this time around, ("The
Birds"] is a good one to express
interest in," Regan said.
Auditions for the satire
"Speed-the-Plow" will be at 7
p.m. in 402 University Hall. The
director is Roark Littlefield.
"Arden of Feversham" auditions will be at 7 p.m. in 400 University Hall. The director is
Norman Myers.
"Shadowlands" auditions will
be at 7 p.m. in 405 University
Hall.

Becky Prowant received the
Outstanding Classified Staff
Service Award at the annual
Classified Staff Convocation
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Monday.
Prowant is the assistant
general manager of the food
service operation at Founders
Residence Hall and is also involved in the University catering program.
The award is given annually
to a staff member who has
shown outstanding performance, dependability, cooperation, willingness to serve,
innovation, initiative and attitude. The award also recognizes service above the normal requirements of an award
winner's job.
Ann Betts, general manager
of food operations, praised
Prowant in a letter nominating
her for the award.
"No matter how much stress
she is under she is always positive and pleasant to everyone," Betts said. "Becky completely dedicated herself to
making the reopening of
Founders Hall a success last

year. She also made sure that
customers received the excellent service that we'd promised."
Prowant received a plaque,
a $1,000 cash award and a designated parking space for one
year. Her name and photograph will be displayed in
the campus personnel office
for a year.
Kathy Enninger, chairwoman of the classified staff council, also spoke at the convocation and expressed her concern that the committee must
remain focused.
"I [was last in charge of]
this council four years ago,"
Enninger said. "I didn't expect
to do it again, but I didn't expect to do it the first time
either.
"We need to continue to
work hard together to remain
effective," Enniger added.
"All members of classified
staff work hard in their regular jobs but are still willing to
put in many extra hours with
the classifed staff."
University President Paul J.
Olscamp said classified staff
has been a key part of the
University's success over the
years.

BGNet Registration
Jerome Library, Room
Who:
BGSU Faculty & Grad Students
Aug. 16—Sept. 16
Seniors
Aug. 22—Sept. 16
Juniors
Aug. 29—Sept. 16
Sophomores
Sept. 2—Sept. 16
Freshmen
Labor
Sept. 7—Sept. 16

BGSU ICE ARENA
SENIOR HOCKEY LEAGUE
FALL 1994

126

..„
When:
Aug. 16—Aug. 23, 1994
M—F 8:30am—5:30pm
Sa/Su Closed
Aug. 24—Sept. 16
M—Tr 8:30am-8:30pm;
F 8:30am-7:30pm;
Su 5:30pm-8:30pm
Closed Sept. 3 & 4
Day Hours 1:30pm—8:30pm

For Information Call 372-0999

Open to all players 18 years of age and above.
Each team will play 6-8 games. Games will consist of three 20-minute running
time periods. Playoffs will be conducted following the regular season.
Play will begin on Monday, September 12th and will conclude in late November.
The cost is $75.00 per player. You can enter a complete team, or you can enter as
an individual and we will place you on a team.
BGSU students, including intramural and fraternity players, are welcome.
• •* BGSU students and faculty can charge the $75.00 fee to your bursar account.
♦ ** Registration deadline is Wednesday, September 7th. Registrations are now being
accepted at the Ice Arena.
Please call 372-2764 or 372-2264 for additional information.
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Prevention Center Jobs available for technology students
gets assistantship
to combat assault
by Genell Pavellch

The BG News

by Melissa Llpowskl
The BG News
In order to make the topic of sexual assault less stressful, the
University Prevention Center has recently received an assistantship to aid in the creation of a program that will explore
sexual assault and provide students with more information on
the issue.
This newly implemented program is not geared toward helping the survivors or the victims of sexual assault. It is intended
to assist University students in a circumstance of sexual assault,
said Jackie Daley-Perrin, Prevention Center coordinator.
With the cooperation of Valerie Barth, a graduate student in
rehabilitation counseling, the Prevention Center plans to examine the process by which the University responds to complaints
of sexual assault and how the University could better assist victims, Daley-Perrin said.
Barth will work with the Prevention Center as well as members of the Coalition Against Sexual Offenses, a University task
force, in order to develop better education and prevention programs, Daley-Perrin said.
"While this program is not set up to deal with the issue itself
or to be used as a direct response to the issue, we do hope to explore the issue at a deeper level to help aid in future circumstances," she added.
A key part of the program is centralizing the information and
the resources to make them more accessible, she said.
"Initially, the program will involve more concentration on
sexual offenses and University response," she said. "This way,
University students will be more informed because they will
have the resources available to them so they will know exactly
where to go for help. It will just be a matter of centralizing all of
the information and making it more accessible to everyone."

lite tittle &ii9p
•
•
•
•

Greoring Cords • Gifrs • Mogozines
School Supplies • Film • Sundries
DGSU Merchondise • Posroge Sromps
Condy • Greek Merchandise

More than 70 campus job positions are available for students
enrolled in the College of Technology through the college's coop office, according to Audrey
Bricker, co-op coordinator.
"Fall is the prime time for coops because the competition is
not as great and there are quality
positions," Bricker said.
Paid co-op positions are available in many areas including aerotechnology, construction, architectural/environmental design,
mechanical design, electronics,
manufacturing and visual communication technology.

Geoffrey Humphrys, assistant
director of the co-op program,
said students are needed to fill
these positions.

"Since the competition is lower
in the fall, students have a
greater chance of getting higher
quality positions, thus giving
them the most valuable work experiences," Humphrys said.
Technology students are required to complete three semester-long co-ops, said Margaret
Swanson, co-op coordinator.
"Many companies rely on our
office to satisfy employment
needs," Swanson said. "If we can
not supply the students yearround, the employers may need
to seek other sources."

"Co-ops give students the experience they
need to build skills and become focused
while at the same time earning an income to
offset college tuition."

Audrey Bricker
co-op coordinator
"Coops give students the experience they need to build skills
and become focused while at the
same time earning an income to
offset college tuition," Bricker
added.
Co-ops also provide valuable
experience and can help students

find a job in the future, Humphrys said.
Students interested in getting
involved in a co-op should contact the office as soon as possible
at 372-7580.

Surprised Schoeni wins award
by Lawrence Hannan
The BG News
The winner of the Administrative Staff Council's Michael R.
Ferrari Award did not go to the
reception, which takes place annually to honor the staff, expecting to win the award.
Instead, he went thinking
someone else had won and that he
would be saying a few words praising that person.
Ken Schoeni received the a
ward by showing exceptional

HAPPY 2lSI
BIRTHDAY

Michael
Warner

"a little bit of everything!"
Love, Ginger
BGSU UNION 8:30 A.M.- 5:30 P.M.

performance in his work and for
having a genuine sensitivity
toward others.
He was also acknowledged by
the council for his attention to
the growth and development of
the University.
He has served the University
in various capacities since 1965.
Schoeni officially retired last
September as an administrative
assistant to the athletic director,
but he has continued to work in
the department.
He is credited with the creation of the back nine holes of
Forrest Creason Golf Course and
with the installation and maintenance of the irrigation and drainage systems for the entire athletic department and intramural
fields.
Upon presenting the award to
Schoeni, Ann Bowers, University
archivist and last year's Ferrari
winner, said the administration
had been unsure how to get
Schoeni to attend the reception
without letting him know he had
won the award.
Schoeni was told that former
athletic director Jack Gregory
had won the award and they
wanted him to say a few things in
salute to him. Bowers said.
Schoeni admitted he was

stunned when he found out he
was the winner.
"I came here prepared to talk
about Jack Gregory - you caught
me completely by surprise with
this," he said. "It's a great honor
to get this.

"Ken Schoeni always
gets the job done.
With no job too big or
too small, he
consistently places
the needs of
presenting a good
image, event
preparations and
maintaining safety
standards above his
personal time
whenever
necessary."
Kenneth Kavanagh
associate athletic director
"Bowling Green has been wonderful to me and my family over
the years. It's a great place to

live and work in."
Schoeni was nominated for the
award by Kenneth Kavanagh, associate athletic director, who
called Schoeni a tireless and dedicated employee since the day he
first came to work at the University.
"Ken Schoeni always gets the
job done," Kavanagh said. "With
no job too big or too small, he
consistently places the needs of
presenting a good image, event
preparations and maintaining
safety standards above his personal time whenever necessary."
Schoeni received an inscribed
plaque, a cash reward and a designated parking space for one
year.
His name and photograph will
also be displayed on a permanent
plaque in the lobby of the University Union.
The staff council also presented a scholarship to Jodi Aurand, a
senior from Perrysburg, Ohio.
Aurand was awarded the
scholarship for her scholastic
achievements and her commitment to service at the University.
"It's a real honor," Aurand
said. "I was real excited to
receive it. I'm grateful to the
committee and everyone on administrative staff."

Wve just made this 6-pound computer
even easier to pickup.
(Buy one ww, and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college.)

When you weigh the options, it's quite possibly the best deal available for college students.
For a limited time, buy a select Apple PowerBook' at a special student price and get a unique
new student software set available only from Apple. It's all the software you're likely to need to
breeze through college. You'll get software that takes you through every aspect of writing
papers, the only personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet

Companion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an integrated
package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. All with the portable comk. And now, with
puter you can use anytime, anywhere you happen to be. Apple PowerBook.
an Apple Computer Loan, you can own one for less than a dollar a day:
It's the power no student should be without. The power to be your best:

Apple*

T"

You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall then
call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
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County library celebrates Northwest Ohio gets funds
20th anniversary of move
by Amy Beck
The BG News

by Nicole Pankuch
for the presentation of the LiThe BC News
brary Day.
If you were born on Sunday
"We were delighted [to give
Aug. 28, then congratulations, the award] because the library is
you were born on Wood County a very valuable asset to the
Library Day.
community," Kepke said. "It was
On Sunday, the Wood County our way of saying thank you."
Library held its
Other guests at the event in20th annivercluded Rush Miller, former dean
sary celebraof the Jerome Library, who spoke
tion of the
about the history of public librarmove to its
ies and their importance. The
Main Street locounty commissioner and Rep.
cation. The
Randy Gardner were also precelebration
sent to give resolutions in recogalso Included
the estabnition of the library's 20th anlishment of the
niversary.
Wood County
Library Foundation and the declaration of Wood County Library Day.
In attendance at the celebration, in place of the mayor of
Bowling Green, was Joyce Kepke, city at-large councilwoman.

The Wood County Library
Foundation was formally presented at the celebration by the
Library's Board of Trustees.
"The foundation is a non-profit
corporation organized to receive
and administer the library's endowment funds," said Joan Gor-

"We were delighted
[to give the award]
because the library is
a very valuable asset
to the community. It
was our way of saying
thank yOU."lr.uro Kor>L-o
^'^ *ePKe
city at-large councilwoman
don, chairwoman of the board of
trustees.
The goal of the foundation is to
raise money for the acquisition
of new books, capital improvements and children's programs,
according to Kathy East, assistant director of the library.
Amid reminiscing about the library's former location in the
City Building, guests were
treated to a reception by Friends
of the Library.

Over $100,000 of President
Clinton's Americorps funding
project was awarded to a group
in the Northwest Ohio area, including parts of Wood County.
The Advocates for Basic
Legal Equality, a non-profit organization located in Toledo,
Findlay and Defiance, received
the $118,000 grant this year to
help low-income people
receive legal services in civil
service suits, such as domestic
violence cases.
Civil service suits can result
in the homelessness of the losing party if he or she does not
have proper counsel.
Joseph Tafclski, executive
director of ABLE, was contacted by the national organization
in Washington, the group that
gave ABLE the grant, for the
office's free legal advice for
lower-income people.

Tafelski's responsibility will
be to provide advice in civil
service cases.

"Free service will be available for domestic violence and

ing to Steve Robins, managing
attorney of ABLE.
"We will advise the people of
their rights if they are wrongfully evicted from their housing," Robins said. "Also, we

"Free service will be available for domestic
violence and any complications dealing with
Social Security disability, along with many
other problems."
Joseph Tafelski
executive director of ABLE
any complications dealing with
Social Security disability,
along with many other problems," Tafelski said.
The process is divided into
two parts. After providing
legal' counseling, ABLE will
help clients find services to
help them deal with situations
like domestic violence, accord-

will direct free service for domestic violence."
Information involving volunteer work for this project
can be obtained through Joyce
Quinlivan, development director of ABLE. The Fremont office will accept volunteers. Organizations already involved
with the homeless can also contact the Fremont office.

Ohio gubernatorial Sewage polluters eluding NRC

candidate remains
in stable condition
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Gubernatorial
candidate Billy Inmon was in fair
and stable condition Monday, two
days after he collapsed on the
27th day of a hunger strike.
The 47-yearold independent candidate
collapsed Saturday night by
his tent outside
the Statehouse.
He had vowed
not to eat until
Republican
Gov. George
Vo1novich
agreed to debate him.
Inmon, who had ingested only
water during the hunger strike,
was being treated for dehydration at Grant Medical Center.
His doctor, Thomas Harder,
said Sunday that Inmon would
remain in the hospital for several
more days. On Sunday, he was

for radioactive contamination at exposing inadequately trained
Advanced lawyer Dwight Milworkers to high levels of radi- ler said company officials would
two sewer plants.
CLEVELAND - The U.S. NuAdvanced Medical Systems ation. The company admitted no not comment.
clear Regulatory Commission made pellets of cobalt-60 for use violations in the settlement.
"I don't think that we want to
Asked whether an $1,800 fine add any fuel to the fire, so to
has had little success in pursuing in radiation therapy machines.
businesses allegedly responsible The company's former site is so was worth nine years of litiga- speak," he said.
being given intravenous fluids for the contamination of sewage contaminated cleanup cannot be- tion, John Grobe of the NRC's
NRC Commissioner Kenneth
and diluted fruit juice.
Nuclear Materials Safety & Rogers characterized the agenplants with radioactive waste, a gin until 2018.
Safeguards
branch
said
it
would
newspaper
reported
Monday.
A hospital spokeswoman who
Erwin Odeal, executive direccy's performance of regulating
identified herself only as Laurie
At least 10 sewage treatment tor of Northeast Ohio Regional depend on the company.
the businesses as "reasonable
said Monday she did not know plants across the country have Sewer District said the NRC left
but not outstanding." NRC
"AMS is not a Fortune 500 cor- Chairman Ivan Selin said the
what treatment Inmon was re- been contaminated by radioac- ratepayers "holding the radioacporation by any stretch of the i- agency had "acted responsibly in
ceiving. She did not know when tive waste businesses dischar- tive waste bag."
Inmon would be released from ged. Not all the discharges were
"Even after combining the evi- magi nation, but you'd have to ask scoping the extent and determinthe hospital. Harder did not re- legal, The Plain Dealer said in dence implicating Advanced AMS whether they thought it was ing the magnitude of this probturn a call seeking comment stories published Monday and Medical Systems with the fact minuscule," he said.
lem."
Sunday.
Monday.
that there are no other known
Contamination was found at sources of coball-60 of this type
Voinovich, a Republican, has
dismissed Inmon as a disgruntled sewage plants in Cleveland; Port- in the Cleveland area, the NRC
former state employee who is not land, Ore.; Ann Arbor, Mich.; still insists they cannot identify
a serious candidate. Inmon was Tonawada and Grand Island, the source," he said.
fired in 1992 as manager of the N.Y.; Royersford, Pa; WashingIn the last 10 years, the NRC
Ohio State Fair.
ton; Erwin and Oak Ridge, Term.; has conducted a 10-month investigation of Advanced Medical
Voinovich campaign spokes- and Webster, Texas.
In five cases, the NRC required Systems, resulting in a federal
woman Caryn Candlsky said
Monday the governor's position no cleanup. In most of the others, indictment that later was dishad not changed. A call to In- communities had to spend mil- missed; conducted another 2
mon's running mate. Norm lions of dollars to remove the 1/2-year criminal probe that
contamination, the newspaper federal prosecutors declined to
Myers, was not returned.
STUDENT TEACHING
take to a grand jury; and issued
said.
SPRING
SEMESTER, 1995 OR FALL
In Cleveland, sewer district numerous citations, the newsInmon could not be reached for
SEMESTER, 1995
comment Monday. The hospital officials accused the NRC of paper said.
In April, the company paid
You are required to attend a sign-up
refused to put calls through to his shirking Its responsibility to purroom and would not take a mes- sue Advanced Medical Systems $1,800 to settle a $6,250 fine asand information meeting:
sage.
Inc., which the district blames sessed in June 1985 for allegedly
The Associated Press
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MAJORS

I louses
Available

PORTRAIT OF AN "A" STUDENT.

MOTMCTCLI Sif ETY FOtHIUTIOH

rjUSG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG c

• Quiet Neighborhoods
•2-3 Bedrooms
• Stop By For A Current
Brochure

District Senator Petitions

405 Student Services

Make a Difference!

*6.75 i $5.50! *4.00
* Medium One Item £ Small One Item

Extra items $1 each N Extra items S.75 each M Extra items $.50 each
or Chicago Style * or Chicago Style I or Chicago Style
COUPON EXP. 9/3094

I

COUPON EXP. 9/30/94

'

: <&&*»*> I P© "" \ pife^"* i
352-5166
If
352-5166
FREE DELIVERY ||| FREE DELIVERY

^*J| ■ ■ ■ ■ VOTED BEST IN WOOD COUNTY ■■■■■*

September 7th

University Activities Organization (UAO)

September 14th

Dr. Eloise Clark, Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Dr. Ed Whipple, Vice President for Student Affairs

September 21 st

Counseling Center

September 28th

Undergraduate Student Government (USG) and Graduate Student Senate (GSS)

October 5th

Academic Enhancement

October 12th

Financial Aid and Student Employment

October 19th

Parking and Traffic/University Police

October 26th

University Cooperative Education

November 2nd

Student Health Service and The Well

November 9th

University Student Activities

November 16th

The Prevention Center

November 30th

Student Recreation Center

I

6

_
352-5186
\ FREE DELIVERY II

ATTEND ONE MEETING!

ATTENTION ALL COMMUTERS! Join us each Wednesday morning from 8:00 to 10:00a.m. in the Bowl *N
Greenery for a cup of coffee or tea and a cinnamon roll (while supplies last.) Come meet representatives from assorted
offices and organizations on campus to learn more about the services available to you. Mark these dates:
August 31st
Multicultural Activities & Programs/Student Services

are now available in

J

Rentals
328 S. Main
Our Only Office
352 - 5620

KNOW YOUR SPRING COURSE(S)
NEEDED TO TAKE WITH STUDENT
TEACHING AND ALSO YOUR ONCAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER!

Good Morning, Commuters!*

Undergraduate Student
Government

COUPON EXP. 9/30/94

IEWIW

Meetings at:
8:30,9:30,10:30.11:30a.m.
1:30, 2:30,3:30,4:30 p.m.

" S^clip&save" ■■■-■- — — -■■■■■■-■■■ — — ---• S^clip & save

for the

Large One Hem

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31,1994
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY
UNION

<
«

•Sponsored by the Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center, a division of Student Affairs
a^ctip&save1 ■■■■■■■■■■■••■■■■■■■■■■B

«^~ clip & save
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Teamwork propels BG past Kenyon
Falcon defense shuts down opponent
by Pat Murphy
The BC News

us," Concannon said.
Freshman goalie Andy Carl
played solid between the BG
pipes. He calmly barked out defensive signals while Kenyon
forwards waited for a BG miscue.
The lone goal of the game came
when the KC keeper charged out
of his net to defend Concannon's
pass, leaving the goal wide open
for Burch.
"He [KC goalie] came off his
line quite a bit. He probably
should have stayed home a little

"Teamwork" was what the BG
soccer team chanted before
Monday's scrimmage versus
Kenyon College. A quarter of the
way into the game, they put it to
its optimum use.
Junior forward Tim Concannon
dropped a pass to oncoming midfielder Joe Burch, who rifled a
low shot past the Kenyon goalkeeper to give the Falcons a 1-0
win. The goal came after a quick
Falcon transition from offense to
defense.
"I caught a threw ball from
Steve Klein and I turned up and
saw Joe Burch coming, so I laid it
off to Joe and placed it in the left
corner," said Concannon, who
had two assists last year.
Kenyon opened the game with
several flourishes around the BG
goal. But after a lackluster opening IS minutes the Falcons woke
up to put Kenyon on the defensive the rest of the afternoon.
Head coach Gary Palmisano was
satisfied with the Falcon defense's performance.
"Defensively we were organized again, and the chances we
gave them we created for them,"
he said.
This became evident on Kenyon 's best scoring opportunity of
the game, midway through the
second half. After a Falcon foul,
KC received a free kick just outside the penalty area. BG quickly
masoned a wall in front of its
goal, and the ball was booted
away by a Falcon defender.
"Our focus has been defense we're doing pretty well at that.
We have kept the ball in front of

The Associated Press

"Our focus has been
defense - we're doing
pretty well at that.
We have kept the ball
infront of us."
Tim Concannon
forward

bit. His hands weren't as good for
coming out and couldn't handle
the ball as well," Concannon added.
The new faces on the Falcon
team added to the overall BG
dominance. Freshmen Jason Began, Jon Giganti and transfer
Duane Ely kept constant pressure on the Kenyon goal. On numerous occasions they crossed
the ball to each other through the
KC goal area.
"I thought in the first half and
the second we supplied a fair
amount of pressure," Palmisano
said.

The BC NcwiAteol Wtlaxr

Bowling Green's Steve Klein knocks the ball away from a defender during Saturday's scrimmage
against Oakland University. The Falcons beat Kenyon College 1-0 Monday.

Read
the
BG
News

m
Riding Ranch
(419)353-5403
Trail Rides
Pony Rides
Riding Lessons
Reservations Necessary

13596 W. Kramer Rd.
Bowling Green, OH
1 mile S. ol Rt. 6
where 25 & 6 meet

nmxno

BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
If You're In a Photo Class We Want Your Business!
We offer students 15% discounts on most products and services.
(See store for details)
WE ARE
Bowling Green's Only Full line Photo Store Featuring:

Color Wallet SpccUl

B

i
cXP.

5.99

24
EXP. ••»»

36
EXP. 11-99

II Sea u» lor available procenlngtim*. Good on 3Smr-C 41 proceee
■ 416 cotoi pnntl only. COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER Th»
I~ coupon not valid wrei any other otter. 1 roll par coupon. 4i6 not
av*lat>'e m I hour. BG slora only. Same Day Service.
BGN aw rea 0.7.9

SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

12 pictures tor $3.99
WE'LL MAKE BEAUTIFUL
WALLET SIZE PRINTS
FROM YOUR NEGATIVES
COLOR C - 41 PROCESS

Necairveeonly. THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
ORDER. TM coupon not valid Ml any otner offer
BONaap. O.7.9.

$3, $2, $1 off
Film Developing

I
I
I
■
.
I

Open Mon. - Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5, Sun. 12-5

We gladly accept checks and credit cards

— BLUE RIBBON PHOTO —
lllllllllllll

■■■"■■

"""

• thousands of
used books
• discount on
most new books
• special orders
welcome
206 N. Main
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
43402-2420

•four Assurance of Quality

157 N. Main St., B.G. (Across from Uptown)
ph. 353-4244

PAUPER'S
BOOKS

Extra S«t Of Print* For SI
For 3x5 Print*

GatlnaeacoMaalolpnnBlorSHnianmelnnalli I
developed and primed at Blue Rocon Photo Store.
Good on 110. 12».J5mmandot*crilm(c.41
|l
Proceee.) THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
"I
OROER. Thte coupon not valid «H*l any other oft**.
.1
I One roll per coupon.
ID
■ Valid On A* tn La* r». Pioceaelno
BGNe.p.r—9 7 93
BQN«B)ke*»-74M|

Goodonno, 124.35 mm end dec t*n(c-41 Pnxaaa).
Get »3 oil on 3«e.p. Motion Mem., or Holt on 12715
eip. THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. TIM
coupon not valid va* any other ottar. One toll par coupon.
Valid on All kiLakt Hr.Proceeelng.

COLUMBUS - Placekicker Mike Malfatt will
continue to play and practice with the Buckeyes, despite being indicted for allegedly stealing from a discount store. Athletics Director Andy Gelger said
Monday.
Malfatt, arrested July 26,
is to be arraigned Sept 7 In
Franklin County Common
Pleas Court.
Malfatt, 19, of suburban
Dublin, was Indicted Aug.
23 on one count of fourthdegree felony theft and one
count of robbery, a seconddegree felony, a spokesman
for Franklin County Prosecutor Michael Miller said
Monday.
Geiger said in a telephone
interview from California
Monday that the coaching
staff had disciplined Malfatt, but did not discuss details of the punishment.
Steve Snapp, sports information director, said,
"It's my understanding he
will be a member of the
team until the legal system
runs its course."
Malfatt was to handle
kickoffs for the Buckeyes
in Monday night's Disneyland Pigskin Classic game
against Fresno State in
Anaheim, Calif.
Police said Malfatt was
stopped by Meijer department store security guards
July 26 after trying to carry
a cooler filled with beer and
other alcoholic beverages, a
camera and flowers out
through the garden section.
Police said Malfatt tried
to run, and scuffled with
the guards. One guard suffered a split lip.
Geiger said the situation
was being monitored by
head football coach John
Cooper.
Malfatt's "coaches are
fully aware of the situation
he's in. Coach Cooper has
talked to his lawyer and
also with his family,"
Geiger said.
The redshirt freshman
who was a first-team AllOhioan two years ago at
Dublin High School in suburban Columbus. He battled sophomore Josh Jackson for the Ohio State placekicking Job last spring and
in the preseason.
Cooper said last week
that Jackson would kick
extra-points and most fieldgoal attempts.

will
drive
you
simply

• 1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras • Film • Lenses
• Batteries •

4x6 Big Shot Color Prints

Buckeye
indicted
for theft

(419) 352-2163
_^
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Noon - 4 Mon. - Sat.
and by chance
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Lemieux to sit out entire season Owners ready to
sacrifice Series

by Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

Lemieux won't play again until
he can be Mario Lemieux. What
he doesnt know is if he'll ever
be that good again.
His ability and desire
drained by four years of medl-

PITTSBURGH - Being like
any average hockey player
isn't good enough, so Mario

cal problems, Lemieux on
Monday confirmed the worstkept secret in hockey: he will
sit out the Pittsburgh Penguins'
1994-95 season to recuperate
from lingering fatigue.
An aftereffect of both radiation treatments for cancer
and a dozen cortisone shots for
back pain since 1991, the fatigue can persist for up to two
years. It developed following
radiation therapy in January
and February 1993.
Lemieux won't decide for
another year if he'll play again,
but says he won't return to
hockey - either in 1995-96 or
beyond - if he cant again be
the greatest player in the
game.
"I dont want to come back
until I can play the way Mario
Lemieux can play," said Lemieux, who will be 29 in October. "If I feel I'm not able to
go on the ice and be close to 100
percent, another decision will
have to be made."
That decision, of course,
would be retirement, but Lemieux said he plans to resume
his career in September 1995 if
his strength returns and his
doctors agree his health wont
be jeopardized.
"It's been a very difficult the
last couple of years, but I want
everybody to know I still love
the game of hockey," Lemieux
said. "It's not a hockey issue,
it's a health issue."
A battery of medical tests
this month detected no recurrence of the Hodgkin's disease
or the anemia he developed
late last season, only the fatigue.

APrUcpkota

Mario Lemieux, Pittsburgh Penguins center, has decided to take
the 1994-95 season off due to fatigue.

"I need to regain the
strength I had two years ago,"
Lemieux said. "I can't train the
way I want. I get tired very
quickly. The stamina is not the
same it was at the end of last
season."
One of the greatest scorers
and playmakers in NHL history, the four-time scoring
champion and two-time MVP
hasn't played a full season
since he was 23. He had back
operations in 1990 and 1993, a
rare bone infection resulting
from his first surgery, cancer
and anemia. Hodgkin's disease
is a former of cancer that attacks the lymph nodes.

by Ronald Blum
The Associated Press
NEW YORK-With 10 percent of
the season canceled because of
the strike, federal mediators said
they will meet separately
Wednesday with baseball players
and owners.
Union head Donald Fehr and
management Richard Ravitch
didn't have any new ideas Monday. Both said the positions of
their sides hadnt changed, and
Ravitch, choosing his words
carefully, hinted strongly that
owners are prepared to sacrifice
the World Series in order to gain
the salary cap they want
"I think the owners want to do
everything humanly possible to
save the postseason," Ravitch
said during a telephone conference call with reporters. "But
they also want to save baseball
for the future, and that is a very,
very high priority."
No new bargaining sessions
are scheduled. The strike, which
began Aug. 12, canceled nine
more games Monday, raising the
total to 232.
"So far as I know, there isn't
anything going on," Fehr said.
They know we're willing to get
together if there's a purpose."
Fehr, convinced that owners
have a preset timetable, said the
union considered having players
return to the field for the remainder of the regular season,
collect the rest of their salaries
and then strike the postseason.
Players are paid their entire salaries by the time the regular
season ends.

"He's had a lot of trauma and
medication. He's been punched
and prodded and poked and
zapped and rezapped," agent
Tom Reich said. "It's a very,
very difficult decision that's
been made, but [medically] it
was a crystal-clear decision."
Eddie Johnston, rehired as
the Penguins' coach 14 months
ago on Lemieux's recommendation, said his team will
be good even without Lemieux
perhaps even good enough to
win a third Stanley Cup in five
years.
Since learning a month ago
that Lemieux wouldn't play,
the Penguins have traded for
Los Angeles Kings star Luc
Robitaille and signed three
centers, including former
Penguin John Cullen. They also
re-signed Jaromlr Jagr to a
long-term $19.5 million contract

"We've played with the notion
but not seriously," he said.
"Either they want to make a deal
or they don't want make a deal.
We'll find out soon enough. It
does not appear they want to
make a deal."
Ravitch spoke with John Calhoun Wells, director of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service, and Fehr spoke with
Brian Flores, an assistant to
Wells. Flores said the mediators
wouldn't hold a meeting unless
they thought there could be
progress.
"If there's any reason for It,
there will be one," he said by
telephone from Washington.
"But we've haven't made up our
mind."
Ravitch said a stumbling block
to the negotiations is the players'
belief that owners will abandon
their salary cap proposal. That
view traveled across the bargaining table during last week's talks.
"The owners came back having
the impression that the players
still thought the owners would
fold," Ravitch said.
Ravitch still said he had trouble believing the stoppage will
continue into next season. Fehr
has said the strike will continue
"as long as it takes" to shelve the
salary cap.
Ravitch, whose $750,000-a-year
contract expires Dec 31, said he
would stay into next year but
wouldnt promise to remain if the
walkout becomes protracted.
Chicago White Sox owner Jerry
Reinsdorf has said it is possible
the strike could extend into 1996.

Classifieds
-BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEWSDO YOU MISS OUR FIRST MEETINS? IT'S
NOT TO LATE TO JOWl CALL 372-2354 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.
-YOUR NEWS SOURCE FOR THE STS-

CAMPUS EVENTS
Out Hockay kiformaoon M*KM
Saot. 1' Gampua Room In »» Union
8:00pm*?3S2-7917

Amcrican iiiotuia ol Archnecax • Sudanis
Flrsl mMOng of rho now tomoMor wM bo
Wadnasday, Aufl. 31 al fcOOpm In Rm. IZ7A ■
to Taoh Bdg Thu la opon to onyono Imoraatad in Archiiaaura and It's ralalad Boldi.

•"WANTED!"'
NEW PLAYERS FOR THE BGSU MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S CLUB WATER POLO TEAMS.
PRACTCE AT COOPER POOL TUESDAYS
AND THURSOAYS HO PM. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYI
•••WAMTEDI'"

ATTENTION ALL GOLDEN KEYU EMBERS
Fir II Mootng Wed. Aug. 31
fr.15pm BA Lounge 2nd Floor
Questions?
Cal Gal: J-soo&JuM 3S4-2310

BEEF UP YOUR RESUME - Vokiniaorlll No
training necessary. Join hundreds of former
BGSU students In experiencing meaningful
volunteer plaoamana. Meeting lor volunteers
» tutor children, leech ESL (English aa a second language) adults raading and writing or
work with meniaJy and phyeicaiy nandrcappad
adults wfl bo on Wodnaodair, August 31. tram
e - 730 pm BJ Uniiad Christian FaMowahip
Caniar. comarof Ridge t Tnuntm streets Call
352-7534.
BGSU atudanu needing Internships, praeecuma or volunteer placement tor Fall 1994.
Spring or Summer 1995 arc Invited B moot
local trAcm agency pononnol on Wadnaaday, Auguat 31, from 6:30 - 7:30 pjn. at UniBd
Christen Fellowship, comar of Ridga 1 Thuretin streets. Cal 352-7534.

.

BGSU SKATING CLUB
8:15-10:15 PM - TUESDAYS
fCtAOENA

i_.n Ufe'.ft v.yi-u.i

VIDEO SPECTRUM
IU.S

WITH OVI I:

Need to brighten up your room?
Then come to the Plant Sale!
Weds. August 31 and Thurs. September 1
Held in the Union Oval
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
sponsored by

Gel-shape BGSU'
JOIN KARATE TODAY III

I.AI:<;I:SI

Vim n $101:1:

17.000 Movns & VIIUO <.\>ns

VOTED WOOD COUNTYS #i VIDEO STORE
2 YEARS IN A Row

SEGA, SEGA CD, SUPER NES
SYSTEMS AND VCR RENTALS
CD ROM RENTALS
COMING SOON

jrSrMSSJHBrWtfr^^

The Buckeye Room £
at the University Union

s

OH

#*

*9?&r\

Now thru Sept. 7
7 p.m.-midnight
$5.00 All Night for Bowling & Billiards
Must show valid Freshmen l.D.

Register to Win A
Bowling/ Billiards Pizza
Party for 10 people.
Call for more info. • 372-8071 at the Union

Hours
Sunday thru Thursday 10 a.m. -11
Friday & Saturday 10 a.m. - Midnight
Phone #352-4171

112 E. Washington Close to Downtown And Campus
FREE POPCORN!
With This Coupon
Expires 9/30*4
niiructionai Vineos

ic^mZLtodvnt

with any game or movie rental

I HURRY Expires 9/30/M

Coupon Required j
Travel Videos
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■OWLMOGREEN LACROSSE
NEW PLAYERS MEETING
No prior osperienos needed.
Wednesday, August 31st. 112 BA a OOpm
CAMPUS TOUR GUIOES
Office ol Aamuioni Kick-Oft Mandatory Tow
Guide MMlng. Tuss.. Aug. 30 - a pm B 530
pm or KM, Aug. 31 - 530 pm B 7 pot Mcfel
CantttAaasrra^Room.
CMCAQOt
Tho Criminal Justice Organluilsn
li going » Chicago Sapt 14-17 tor da MMWesBm Criminal Juaice Association Conleranca. Anyone kiisrosted. maal at 224 Oiacamp
ai gpm on Wed. August 28 All majors and new
mambarawalcomal
Do not mm your ohanoa to go B Wearingon
DC. maat graat leaders and haw a lot of funl
Coma B trie Collaga Republican IntroductBn
Msating, Trsnigntat0p.nl. 112BA.
F.O.C.U.S. MEETINO
Finn Yaar Off-Campue LMvanirf Student,
(FOCUS) Ml hold officer .ocoona on
Thuredsy. Sapl 12 at noon In tha Off-Campus
Sudani CanMr, locatad in Uosley Hall, ground
lav*. If you ara imaraatad in running tor an ofKca top In the Off-Campus Sludant Center tor
an application and officar description.

Howling Woll O.J. Service
Eipariancad. Quality CD sound, wide vsnety
Tor An Howl of A Good TanaCall Kavln at 874-7541
Pragnant? Wa can halp.
Fraa 9 confidential pragnancy * in
support and infonTistJon.
BG Pragnancy Cantor.
CM3S4-HOPE.

Typing Sarvtoa - Sam - 8pm
7 days a waak. Call 352-4363

PERSONALS
•••WANTED!"*
NEW PLAYERS FOR THE BGSU MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S CLUB WATER POLO TEAMS.
PRACTICE AT COOPER POOL TUESDAYS
AND THURSDAYS 6-10PM NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYI
•••WANTED!'"
•KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA •

LAST CHANC Eli
Sign up today by noon
B go WHITE WATER RAFTINQ
with UAOI
Ortyt9S.OO-BURSARABLEI
Laava on Sunday, Sapl. 4
Ratum on Monday, Sapl S
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor mora Info.
UAO UAO UAO UAO

Augusl31,igS4
830-10 pm
Tha Kappa House

Coma relax A enjoy the tun
• KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA •
• KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA ■
Congratulations Kappas on the 2nd piece Irtish et Beth Tub Races 9 tor winning the Spirit
Award. WE ARE OUTSTANDING!
• KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA ■
' RUSH CHAIRS' RUSH CHAIRS'

STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION CO-

AUTION
FIRST MEETING TUESDAY. AUG. 30,
9:00PM AT THE UCF CENTER, CORNER OF
THURSTINANDRPGE
TtwBraU College Democrale
mvnayouB
our (rat maating of tna yaar
Tonight at *:00
Roan 202 Education Building
Coma pin us I
Free pine

Get Psyched tor Rushl ire not too late B get
your Rush shirt ordsrs completed In Brno tor
Rush B begin. Stop in at the Greek Mart Bday
tor the best - Price, Quality, Service - Tha
Greek Man Wayl
119 E. Court St'353-0901
Adam Rich's now tape Virgin Freak Is now
available at Mad Hatter and Finders. 6 songs of
pure guitar adrenalin. I'm also looking tor a
band. Contact ma at 372-6375 or come B
538C Founders Quad.
AOHAOUAOIIAOtlAOII
Maat the members
of Alpha Omicron PI
tonight at 9:00 p.m.
Informal. Bring a friendl
AOIIAOIIAOIIAOIIAOII

9/25 AND 9/30
"

UAOt UAOIUAOI
Dlraetor-at-Larga poaluon o pan
Bs part ol trie largest student programming
board on campus. Applications tor a naw inson position available now in Rm. 330 Union.
Dua back By Noon Sapt. 9th..
Can 2-2343 tor datailsl
UAOI UAOI UAOt

SERVICES OFFERED
HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RID
ING RANCH. 13596 W KRAMER RD BOWLING GREEN, OH 410-353 5403.

Help us promote UAO end its programs on end
off campusl Coma talk with Andrea Zareli. tie
Public Raujaone Direclor. tjXJAO. Open
House Aug. 31st t> 8:30pm In tie Grand Ballroom.

Take a break Bday...
Meet et Proul Chapel
12:04 pm
Sponsored by SI Thomas More
StiJdem Organization

Interested In Sports Broadcasting?
Join 66.1 WBGUFtavJwSportal

Thinking about Spring Break yet? Help HoHy
Merrettj. the Travel DirecBr. plan the largest
Spring Breek trip and other fun ofl-campus
trios Talk with her at UAO's Open House Aug.
31 st @ 8:30pm in the Grand Ballroom.

Intro mtg. Tuee., Aug. 30,203 Waal 9:00pm.
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED. APPLY M 130 FIELD HOUSE BEFORE 6731. EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
MANDATORY CLINIC - AUGUST 31 - 6:30 F 10 P.M.

Know some great local and regional entertainers? Help Mndy Schmidt, the Spotlight Entertainment Director, bring them to Campusl
Talk with her & UAO's Open House Aug. 31 st
& 6:30pm in the Grand BaMroom.
Like tha UAO Day-by-Oay calendarrorganizer? into creating posters end brochures? Talk with Ve) Kennedy, the Pubicanons Director, O UAO's Open House Aug.
31 st @ 6:30pm In the Grand Ballroom.
Love nature? WhiB H20 rafting? Camping? If
so, talk with Bryan Cavins, the Outdoor Recreation DrecBr. 0 UAO's Open House Aug.
31 st @ 8:30 pm in tha Grand Ballroom.
Need a Raauma Builder??

TRYOUTSFORBGSU'S
PRECISION SKATING TEAM
KE ARENA, 10 P.M.

'

Help plan major Al - UAO and campus events
with Lori Noaii and the Special Events committee. Tali with her 4) UAOt Open House Aug.
31st «>830om in theOrandBal room.

Friends of Bl W. starting a group. To get
together, call 372-2130 lor mora information

tNTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE: WOMEN'S
AND COED SOFTBALL-TUES.. AUG.30.
MEN'S SOFTBALL-WEDS., AUG. 31: MEN'S
DOUBLES GOLFTHURS. SEPT. 1; MEN,
WOMEN, COED ULTIMATE FRISBEETUES.
SEPT. 6: WOMEN-SGLS * DBLS TENNISWEDS. SEPT. 7; MEN'S DOUBLES TENNISWEDS. SEPT. 7. ALL ENTRES DUE WITH
FORFEIT FK BY 4 00 PM M 130 FIELD
HOUSE ON DUE DATE.

OPEN RUSH

ATTENTION ALL SENIORS!!!
Are you interested in being BGSU ■
HOMECOMING KING OR OUEEN7I
Pick up an application In the UAO office in
room 330 Union.
Appliesrjona can be turned in until
September 2ndl
Call UAO at 372-2343 tor more into.
ATTENTION ALL SENIORS!!!
CONGRATULATIONS BECKY PROWANT
Classified Stan
Employee of the Year
You deserved 111
Love - Tha Family
Creative? Into advertising? Graphics? Help
Amy Strine, the Publicity Director, promote
UAO and its programs1 Talk with her 0 UAO's
Open House Aug. 3m® 630pm in the Grand
Ballroom.

SIGMA KAPPA-THETA CM
The Sigma Kappa Football team would Ike B
thank our coach Ryan tor taking ue B vksoryl
Thanks Ryanl
9KI MA KAPPA •THETACH!
Sudanis who are Interested in gating credit lor
EDf I 302 (Educabonaf Psychology) through a
unique experience In learning to work with ehKmen and adolescents from diverse culture1
backgrounds. Or. Kathy Farber wal be teaching
EDFI302 In con)uncOon withEDFI 417 (Urban
ED) Spring 95 Specially selected field experiences working with exemplary educators in ur*
ban settings will be integrated with Ed. Psych
material. Class size will be limited so that students wil be able B explore topics and issues
of inures! both individually and cocoarattvaty.
Contact Or. Fartter at 372-7338 tor details ragarding course registration.

DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ
Krkrt.Jen, Cathy* JenWay B go Bathtub Racaa Taeml
Congratulations on lit PLACE"!
Wa knew you could do It) I

SKYDWE B.G. WELCOMES BACK THE
ADVENTURESOME AND THRILL SEEKERS
We offer . frat jump/skydive oounw. Cat tor
student discounts. Visa a MC accepted. 10
minutes from B.G.S.U campus. 352-5200

Hajp maka a dtflaraneal
Informational Meeting
REACHOUT
■A 1002 Wad., Sapl. 1.9:00pm
Hera Info: 3(4-3157

Delta Zeta Open Rush
Everyone Is invited B He Delta Zeta house on
Wednesday at 9 pm for an Open Rush Party.
Come saa what our sis la mood la al about Wa
took forward B meeting you. Drees Is casual.
Questions Cat Kim al 2-4600.

Positions are now available on the 1964 Fan
Prairie Margins Staff
Preine Margins is the Undergraduate Fine Arts
Magazine of BGSU.
Anyone interested in editing, sales, marketing,
advertising, magazine production, graphic design, poetry, en or fiction contact Aimee al
3530218.
Need excitement In your life? Why not join tiie
30 yr. old good looking male for occasional discreet adult fun. Must be senoue. attractive and
resonably slim. Looking for that special one, no
commitment. Send photo A letter of interests
to: P.O Box 192. Findlay. OH 45839-0192.
Remember Homecoming in hVgti School?
Warn to help plan BGSU's Homecoming? Talk
with Holly Garret!, tie Homecoming Onector,
©UAO's Open House Aug. 31 st 0 6:30pm in
the Grnad Ballroom.
Sigma Kappa • Tent Sue Victor
The sisters o! Sigma Kappa would kka B congratulaie Tem Sue Victor on her recant pinning
B Grag Fraumann, an alumni of Sigma Nu
fraternity at Georgia State.
Sigma Kappa' Tern1 Sue Victor
SIGMA KAPPA' JEN HYKES • SIGMA KAPPA
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would kka B con
gratulats Jen Hykee on her recant lavaliering
B Ryan Honeyman ol Alpha Sigma Phi.
SIGMA KAPPA • JEN HYKES ■ SIGMA KAPPA

TOUR GUOES
Mandatory Office of Admissions Tour Guide
Meeting Tuee., Aug. 30 - 4 pm B 5:30 pm or
Wed., Aug. 31 - 530 pm B 7 pm. McFal
Canter Assembly Room.
TUESDAY NIGHT IS POUNDER NIGHT al
M.T. MUG G s Come In A try the biggest A best
fried bologna sandwich in town.
Want some exp. B go with those books? Vol.
for Victims Advocacy Prog, at The Link. Suppon vicfems of sexual assault and other violent
crimes. Apply 315 Thurstin. BO. Deadline
a/2/94.
Want B be on tha committee that's bringing
Carrot Top to BGSU on Sept. 20? Ta* with Julkt GalB, the Performing Arts Director, &
UAO's Open House on Aug. 31st e> 8:30pm ki
the Grand Ballroom.
Want B help program fun mmi-couraee on
different topics not offered by the University? If
so, talk with Tammy Platan @ UAO's Open
House Aug. 31 st @ 8:30pm in the Grand Batroom.
WOMEN'S CLUB SOCCER TRYOUTS
Aug.29-Sepl 14304:30
At fields near stadium

?'s Call Amy 354-6060

WANTED
•••WANTED!"*
NEW PLAYERS FOR THE BGSU MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S CLUB WATER POLO TEAMS
PRACTICE AT COOPER POOL TUESOAYS
AND THURSDAYS 8-10 PM. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYI
* * * WANTEDI * • *
HELPUSI
We need tickets to the September 10th
GREEN DAY
concert at Blossom.
Will pay good money for them.
Call 352-1075
One roommate needed. Own room in large
house close to cam pus $i*0 a month plus otiiities. Non-smoker preferred. 354-7204.
Roommate wanbtd. Non-smoker. Own room.
$150 plus ml. Lance 655-3084.

HELP WANTED
• 1 Awesomel Earn $2500 8 Free Spring Breek
TripsI Sel 8 Trips 8 Go Freel Beat Trips A
Pricesl Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, Panama
City 11-800-678-63861
8100/hour possible mailing our circulars
For info, call (202) 298-9065

The BG News
_One day prior to publication, 2 p.m.
(Th»BGNews is not responsible lor postal service delays)

BAIE&

_ po' ad are $.60 per line. $2.40 minimum.
$.60 extra per ad (or bold lace.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

PREPAYMENT:

H required lor all non-university related businesses and Individuals.

The BO News will not be responsible for error due B Illegibility or Incomplete information Please come B 204
West Hall Immediately If there Is an error In your ad. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors In classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions.
The BG News reserves the right a release the names ol Individuals who place advertising In The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information Shan be made by the management ol Tha 8G rVews. The
purpoae of this policy is to Discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to Individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

Casey's is HIRING
Flexible hours- short shifts available
1025 N. Main BO" 352-9113
Clerical position - part-time. Candidate needs
good communicalon skills, typing sk.iis end
experience with WordPerfect- Sand resume
and copy of class schedule to Tammi Oiehl at
Student Legal Services. 327 University Uraon
BGSU.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. AH materials provided. Send SASE B P.O. Bos
10075. CHsthe.KS 66051.
Evening office cleaning. 10-l2hraArk.
Own transportation required.
Call 352-5822
Floorwalkers needed for Thurs., Fri. A SSL
Must be reliable • 21 yrs. Ok). Apply in person
between 11am & 5pm at Gamer's 803 S. Maun.
BOOH.
Help Wanted. Earn cash In cleee
Earn $200 plus taking notes
For mora into call:

352-0860 or 353-3100

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
PHONE#.

LOIJGTERMVVCflDPrTOCESSING
POSITIONS IN FINDLAY
WORO PERFECT 5.1 EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
PAGEMAKER A PLUS
8AM-SPMMON.THRUFRI.
MANDATORY OVERTIME
EXCELLENT WORKING CONOlTIONS
AND TOP WAGES
CANDIDATES MUST TEST A MINIMUM OF
86WPM

APPLY OR SEND RESUME TO
THE RUMPF CORPORATION
310 NORTH BLANCHARD STREET
FsNOLAY OHIO 45840

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
____ Campus & City Events*
Lost and Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

Total number of days to appear

Lovkig A reliable nanny to
even In our BO home.
Cad 1-537-1815.

for our 2 chsrequirad.

Math Tutor Needed
far Math 421.426,441
Will Pay I Please can 372-8405

Now Nring driven. Must be 11 yrs. ol age and
have own car. Apply in person. Marco's Pizza,
1045 N. Main.
PART TIME JOBS
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL POSITIONS 24 HOURS
PER WEEK12 HOUR WEEKEND SH"FTS.
EITHER 11PM - 11AM FRI. AND SAT.
NIGHTS OR 11AM - 11PM SAT. AND SUN.
DAYS. WORK THE WEEKENDS YOU WANT
TO WORKIII FOR A LARGE MANUFACTURER JUST NORTH OF FINDLAY. EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS AND
WAGES.
CALL THE

RUMPF CORPORATION OF
FaNOLAY
AT 423-4121 FOR MORE DETAILS

REGISTER BY AUGUST SI TO ENTER A
DRAWING
FOR A FREE COLOR TV
APPLY MON. - FRI. BAM4PM AT
THE RUMPF CORPORATION
319 NORTH BLANCHARD STREET
FINDLAY OH

Pan-time child care In my South Toledo horns
on Mon. A Wsd. from 730 am - 4 pm and on
Frt. morning.
Non-smoker • references required
Call 390-1650
SPRING BREAK TM-SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH A GO FREEIII Student Travel Serwcaa
Is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest
rates B Jamaica. Cancun, DayBna and Panama City Beech. Cal 1 -800^48-4840
STOPIIIIII Don't Be* any further II you want the
PERFECT JOBII Earn $$*$ while gaining valuable mki. p.r., A sales skills. Apply B be a
Tawfund Caller tor the BGSU Tetotund. Applications available at the Milan Alumni Canter
M-F, 8-5. Hurry, Sis last day B sppfy ie Friday
September 2111 (Passat irs a tot of fun Bo if)
Scry reader, cookie baker, song singer
Needed Mon. - Thurs. evenings B slow down
end watch tha grass grow with 3 yr. old. Prefer
on campus Cal Ruth collect 303-2433.
Two desk darks needed. One shift 4pm-midnight, Sat.. Sun., and Mon. The other shift
4pn>mionlght, Tuss.-Fri. Call 352-1520 or atopout al Buckeye Motor kin, ask lor Tim. Stan
knmedlatety.
VAN DRIVER Pan-time position B provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the ages of 2146,
have a valid Ohio driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume B P.O. Boot
738, Bowling Green, OH 43402.
Warehouse ManagarrMaintanance Superwsor-Skiled manager for fast paced construction company warehouse. Attention to detail a
must. Experience In material handing, shipping and receiving, managing people, inventory control and general maintenance of facility. Knowledge of electrical, mechanical and
general construction matarlaft and vendee
preferred. Good driving record. Able B obtain
COL within 3 months of Nn>. Benalts include
competttJve wages, rrsadlcaJ, hobday, vacation
pay, 401K. and more. Apply at Vaughn Industries, 1201 E. Findlay St., Canty, OH
43316. Applications accepted through September 2, igg4,2-4PM,M^.

Waltra
►eded-muat be reliable, with personality, must be ig. Apply in person between
11 am A 5pm atGamer'a 893 S.Main, BG OH
WANTED: Loving responsible student for babysitting position. Wal work around hours. Cal
Debra ©872-0384
Welcome Back Students I
Need extra tU?
Want B maka your own schedule?
Do you need a paid co-op or In temehip?
We welcome all college students to pm
us alEBSCO Telemarketing Service No
aip. necessary Very flexible scheduling
with hourry rate plus bonusee. Our
average ealea person earns between $S S
$6.50 par hour, and Bp ssssrs asm
between $6 9 $12 per four. Paid weekly.
Profit sharing > paid days off ollared
Extensive paid training program »
follow through Apply after 4:00pm
Mon-Fn. at 113 N Main St.

Or cal 353-6662.

FOR SALE
17 Dodge Charger. One owner, AMfFM
radio, Automaoc. New ores 8 brakes. $1006.
Cal 823-7761 after 6:00 pm.
'87 Pontiae Sunbird GT Turbo.
$310003.0. Cal 353-4140
'88 Subaru GL - Must aelll Automatic ArC,
power windows, cruiee control -$2500/best
oflar. Call 372-1321.
1 tut slzs Broyhil couch, $60.
1 brand nsw Rhode Gear U bike lock, $20

353-0661
10(2 Suzuki. 10,000 ml. New battery. Good
condition. Call Andy at 354-5134
1064 Ford LTD - Runs great
offer. 352-3008.

$750 or best

Computer: 368SX (40 MB), Goldstar VGA
monitor, enhanced keyboard, mouse, modem.
Roland PR 1212 dot-m printer and computer
table. $650. Cal 354-6411.
IBM Compatible Computer
Complete with software and 24 PIN printer

$400,0 b o 372-2660
Great for word processing.
IntlnHy SM-150 speakers. 300W per channel.
$550 lor both. 354-7327.
MEN'S DIAMOND RING
High Qualify Cut and Clarity
$550. Call Tarry 352-6606.
Modem for Macintosh. Like new $100.
Call 353-3625
Mountain Bika. 20". GT Talent.
EX AGE/ Shimano components.
Good condition. $250.353-2021
SEGA GENESIS SYSTEM - one year old
2 controllers. NBA Acton fM, PGA Golf Tour II.
Joe Montana Sportstalk Football 03 A Sonic
included-Best offer
Call Paul 352-7151
Several vacuum cleaners
$20 00
352-2015

FOR RENT
3 bedroom apartment upstairs.
Effiosncy. 320 E. Wooster.

352-4186 (Bill)
3 bedroom house
823 3rd Street
I 425-1609
Bowling Green Village Apartments
300 Napoleon Rd. * 352-6335
Now accepting aponcatxms for 1 and 2 hedrooms. Come in and gel on the waiting list.

Ihaittle toep
....in the Union

GREEK WEEK
COUPON
20 % OFF 1 GREEK GIFT

O)

LU

New Greek Merchandise
F 8 30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m

372-2962

The Obsidian
is holding an
informational meeting

Tuesday, Aug. 30 9p.m.
304 Moseley
—
—
—
—

Wanted
Help Wanted
. For Sale
For Rent

The African-American news
publication is inviting new and old
members to join our staff.

• Campus/City Evrnt Ails: $1.00/ 1st day wild a 35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.

Dates to appear

Lewm maintenance, 15-20 firs, per week
Call 352 5822

Cooks and Bartender
Apply at LaRoe's Restaurant
CVandRapida.OH

NOTICE:

NAME (Print).
ADDRESS _
PIDN#or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

If you are looking tor a part-Sme job (starling
SS/hr) tvst la fknoDts around your schedule eel
AZG Research at352-8115 BXL 100

Waitresses or waiBrs. Pt.-bme. Must be avalable from I0am-2pm, M-F Exp. helpful. Apply
■ the Elks Lodge. 200 Campbell Mill Rd.
Mon.Frl.2-4 pm. 352-2140.

9383.80. Sa> 72 fumy college T-shirts - prolt
$363.60. Risk-free. Choose from ig designs.
Freecstalog 1-800-700-6240.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1"OR 2" ADS
1'(8 line Maximum) $6.50 per Insertion
2'(16 line maximum) $12.95 per Insertion '

DEADLINE:

House Girl wanted for Pti Kappa Psi Praterr.ty. For more into, call Matt at 24488

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BC News
204 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BC News)
Phone: 372-2601

Call Terre at 354-6011
for more information

tHsUL!U SIX

V/M I TIL ItSv*t»
146 NORTH MAIN • BOWUNG GREEN

